Conservative treatment of a Class I malocclusion with 12 mm overjet, overbite and severe mandibular crowding
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Introduction: A female patient aged 12 years and 2 months had molars and canines in Class II relationship, severe overjet (12 mm), deep overbite (100%), excessive retroclination and extrusion of the lower incisors, upper incisor proclination, with mild midline diastema. Both dental arches appeared constricted and a lower arch discrepancy of less than -6.5 mm. Facially, she had a significant upper incisors display at rest, interposition and eversion of the lower lip, acute nasolabial angle and convex profile.

Objective: To report a clinical case consisting of Angle Class I malocclusion with deep overbite and overjet in addition to severe crowding treated with a conservative approach.

Methods: Treatment consisted of slight retraction of the upper incisors and intrusion and protrusion of the lower incisors until all crowding was eliminated.

Results: Adequate overbite and overjet were achieved while maintaining the Angle Class I canine and molar relationships and coincident midlines. The facial features were improved, with the emergence of a slightly convex profile and lip competence, achieved through a slight retraction of the upper lip and protrusion of the lower lip, while improving the nasolabial and mentolabial sulcus.

Conclusions: This conservative approach with no extractions proved effective and resulted in a significant improvement of the occlusal relationship as well as in the patient’s dental and facial aesthetics.
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INTRODUCTION

Orthodontic treatment options to tackle negative discrepancy cases — with or without extractions — have always been controversial.16

Crowding usually affects the anterior region and, less frequently, the posterior region, often manifesting itself during puberty. It has a multifactorial etiology and may be linked to a decreased arch length, occlusion maturation, mesial force vector, muscle balance, morphology, tooth loss and retention.17

Crowding can be corrected without dental extractions by distalization of posterior teeth, projection of anterior teeth, arch expansion and selective stripping, or with tooth extractions, usually premolars. The position of the teeth in space, their movement, and the stability of the final result, in addition to facial aesthetics, are important conditions that must be considered in treatment planning.

Malocclusions characterized by crowding and severe overjet can interfere with social relations since facial aesthetics is regarded as a determining factor in society’s as well as the individual’s perceptions of themselves. Moreover, dissatisfaction with one’s appearance is the main reason why people seek orthodontic treatment.6 In this context, the severity of anterior crowding is probably one of the most important elements in the development of a treatment strategy. The approach can vary, however, depending on malocclusion severity and the orthodontist’s technical-scientific knowledge.

It is a known fact that depending on how treatment is planned and carried out different responses can be induced in the soft tissues. Positive and negative correlations between incisor positioning and the lips have been found by several authors,1,2,14,22 who reported that variables such as lip morphology, type of treatment (with or without extraction), gender and age are responsible for individual differences in soft tissue response.

This article aimed to report a case of an adolescent patient with Angle Class I malocclusion, Class II skeletal pattern with 12 mm overjet, 100% overbite and severe crowding in the premolar region, treated without extractions.

CLINICAL CASE REPORT

Female patient of mixed ethnicity, aged 12 years and 2 months, sought orthodontic treatment at the Professor José Édimo Soares Martins Center for Orthodontics and Facial Orthopedics, School of Dentistry, Federal University of Bahia, Brazil, with the chief aesthetic complaint of pronounced overjet and severe crowding.

She was in good general health. Extraoral analysis disclosed a dolichocephalic, symmetrical facial pattern, with balanced facial thirds, convex profile, proportional nose, lower lip interposition habit, nasolabial angle close to 90° and shallow mentolabial sulcus. When smiling, she displayed a wide buccal corridor (Figs 1A, B and C).

Intraoral examination revealed an elliptical upper arch and square lower arch with considerable crowding in the premolar region, deep curve of Spee and upright mandibular incisors, forming a rather shallow mentolabial sulcus due to insufficient protrusion of the lower lip. The patient presented with Angle Class I malocclusion, with a slight midline deviation to the right, 12 mm overjet and 100% overbite. The arch length discrepancy was less than -6.5 mm (Figs 1D-H). She had healthy periodontal tissues, maintained regular oral hygiene and had a slight biofilm accumulation in the cervical thirds of the regions affected by crowding.

The panoramic and periapical radiographs showed the presence of all permanent teeth, including impacted third molars (Fig 2). The lateral cephalogram can be seen in Figure 3. In the cephalometric analysis, an ANB angle of 5° underscored her Class II skeletal pattern, confirmed by analysis of Wits, with a 3 mm maxillomandibular discrepancy. The lower incisors appeared upright in their apical base, and the upper incisors proclined and protruded (1.NA = 32°, 1-NA = 9 mm, 1.NB = 17°, 1-NB = 3 mm, IMPA = 85°). Bolton analysis indicated anterior and total tooth sizes within normal limits. Examination of hand and wrist radiographs revealed that pubertal growth spurt was nearly at its peak (Fig 4).

Treatment goals

The treatment goals were as follows: 1) Ensure proper oral hygiene, 2) improve the skeletal relationship between maxillary and mandibular basal bones, 3) preserve the normal occlusion, 4) establish a normal canine occlusion, 5) correct the upper midline deviation; 6) improve the form of the upper and
Figure 1 - Pretreatment facial and intraoral photographs.

Figure 2 - Pretreatment panoramic and periapical radiographs.
lower arches as well as interarch coordination, 7) adjust overbite and overjet at a proper level, 8) eliminate the lower negative discrepancy, 9) restore normal masticatory function with a mutually protected occlusion, 10) enable lip competence, 11) achieve satisfactory facial aesthetics, improving the profile.

Planning
An important point to consider in the treatment plan is that the facial profile could be severely affected if the option to extract four premolars had been made, which at first seemed to be the wisest choice. However, the patient had a nasolabial angle of 90° and a shallow mentolabial sulcus, which could be worsened by the extractions. After careful study, a diagnostic simulation was carried out (orthodontic setup) without extractions as a guide to planning and to help envisage, as closely as possible, the final treatment outcome.

Based on the data, it was decided that the most suitable option would be to perform orthodontic treatment without extractions, with intrusion and protrusion of the anterior mandibular teeth and arch form adjustment.

Treatment progress
Treatment was initiated by instructing the patient on proper oral hygiene. A 0.022 x 0.028-in fixed Standard Edgewise appliance was placed on the upper arch. Thereafter, the upper arch was aligned and leveled with a 0.014-in Multiloop CrNi archwire and, subsequently, a sequence of round 0.016-in, 0.018-in and 0.020-in CrNi wires with omega loop at a distance of 0.5 mm from the molar tube to tie-back archwire. In the retraction phase, a combined headgear (350 g of force) was used for anchorage purpose. The case was finished with 0.019 x 0.025-in CrNi archwire with ideal bends and torques.

Lingual arch was bonded to the mandibular arch and accessories inserted only on the first molars and incisors. Segmental alignment and leveling was performed on these teeth using a sequence of 0.014-in, 0.016-in, 0.018-in and 0.020-in CrNi wires, and subsequently, intrusion was achieved with Ricketts utility arch (RUA) (CrNi 0.019 x 0.025-in). Class II elastics were then used to prevent the RUA from inducing tip-back in the molars, which would yield greater anteroinferior protrusion (Figs 5A-D). After an adequate intrusion was achieved, an archwire with an omega loop beyond the molar tube was placed (increased length), thereby engaging the lower incisor protrusion, which was enhanced due to the placement of a labial arch tied to the anterior mandibular arch with steel ligatures (Figs 5E-H).

After ensuring an adequate protrusion in the lower incisors, space was created to align the canines and premolars, which were bonded and aligned with Multiloop 0.016-in CrNi wire. In view of improved overbite and overjet, alignment and leveling were continued in the lower arch using 0.018-in and 0.020-in straight wires. The case was finished using 0.019 x 0.025-in archwires with ideal bends and torques (Fig 6).
Figure 5 - Treatment progress: A) Alignment and leveling of the upper dental arch with Multiloop archwires; B) intrusion of lower incisors with Ricketts utility arch; C, D) use of Class II mechanics with orthodontic elastics, enhancing the anterior inferior protrusion and controlling molar inclination; E-H) labial archwire as an aid in lower protrusion.

Figure 6 - Finishing phase. Rectangular 0.019 x 0.025-in CrNi archwires with ideal bends and torques.
RESULTS
At the end of treatment, a proper dental relationship was attained with normal molar and canine occlusions. The final photographs show considerable improvement in facial aesthetics. Facial features were improved, yielding a slightly convex profile with lip competence achieved through a slight retraction of the upper lip and lower lip protrusion while improving the nasolabial and mentolabial sulcus. The final evaluation of the dental arches showed that the lower negative discrepancy had been eliminated, normal overbite and overjet were achieved and the midline corrected. No impact was detected in either the stomatognathic function or the excursive movements of the mandible. The periodontal tissue remained healthy and the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) function remained normal throughout the treatment period (Fig 7).

After removal of the fixed appliance, a lower lingual retainer was bonded across from tooth 33 to tooth 43, with the recommendation that it be kept in place indefinitely. In the upper arch, a removable wraparound retainer with passive anterior stop was placed and the patient was instructed to wear it 24/7 in the first few months, then eventually remove it at mealtime and for oral hygiene (Fig 8). The patient was seen at regular 3-month intervals to assess the stability of the occlusion and monitor the upper retainer.

Figure 7 - Finished case. Posttreatment facial and intraoral photographs.
As can be observed in Figure 9, there was no significant root resorption, whereas some apical rounding can be seen in teeth 12 and 22. The posttreatment lateral cephalometric X-ray is shown in Figure 10. The total sphenoid/cribriform superimposition reveals increased vertical growth. In the partial superimpositions one can notice the lower incisor protrusion, retroclination of the lower incisors, posterior alveolar growth, as suggested by a slight molar extrusion (Fig 11). Figure 12 depicts how occlusion stability and facial aesthetics were successfully maintained after 1 year and 3 months with the retainer in place.
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Figure 11 - Total and partial superimpositions of maxillary and mandibular initial and final cephalometric tracings.

Figure 12 - Facial and intraoral photographs after 1 year and 3 months retention.
The decision to treat this patient conservatively yielded excellent results. Any extraction could have caused undesirable dental retraction, thereby lessening the likelihood of improving facial aesthetics. More importantly, the treatment fulfilled the patient’s actual needs while also meeting her parents’ expectations. Besides, it satisfied the professionals who treated her.

**DISCUSSION**

In an ideal female profile, the lips should be slightly everted towards their base, displaying several millimeters of vermilion border, and the upper lip should be positioned slightly anterior to the lower lip. The mentolabial sulcus must form an S-shaped curve in both the upper and lower portions. Furthermore, chin prominence should be slightly smaller than lower lip prominence. In this patient, all these characteristics were adversely affected by increased overjet and lower lip interposition, which was adequately resolved by the treatment performed.

In this case, a combined headgear was used as anchorage for upper retraction, and also to control the vertical dimension. The latter was important because in dolichocephalic patients who present with deep overbite, despite a vertical skeletal pattern, reverse lower curve of Spee and an increased upper curve of Spee can lead to extrusion of posterior teeth, with consequent clockwise mandibular rotation, which might worsen the overjet.

In most clinical conditions, according to studies by Little et al. Shapiro, and Thilander, expanding the intercanine width may lead to a condition of instability and quick relapse. However, in cases with anteroposterior balance of the basal bones and incompatible arch forms, where there is either collapse or retention of the lower arch, especially in the anterior region, one might question this assertion. One such example is the case presented in this study, characterized by lower negative discrepancy and reduced intercanine width. In this situation, one can perform not simply an expansion of the dental arches, but this distance can be corrected by adjusting the torques and tips in the lower teeth while adjusting the arch forms.

In the posttreatment phase, there was a 0.9 mm increase in intercanine width, and a 1.2 mm increase in the lower arch. The lower incisors were moved forward by 2 mm and inclined buccally by 6º. Thus, the crowding was corrected primarily by slightly expanding the anterior segments along with intrusion and proclination of the mandibular incisors, and slight retraction of the maxillary incisors. Expansion of the arches and protrusion of lower incisors no doubt have limited indication. When carefully planned, however, great results with lasting stability can be achieved.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A conservative approach with no extractions proved effective and resulted in significant improvement in the occlusal relationship as well as in the patient’s dental and facial aesthetics. The use of light, controlled forces and suitable torques greatly contributed to proper tooth positioning with minimal root resorption.
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